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Recovery Means
Freedom
Each month a member will
provide the experience, strength
and hope of their journey so far
in OA.
From newcomer to
friends with years of abstinence,
the miracle of this program
continues to work if we work it!

This month sponsored by
South Hills

More will be revealed
As long as I am breathing, more will be revealed, thank G-d! I
need to
present and plan for tomorrow with my food &
finances, for example. Am I ready to ACCEPT what G-d does
reveal? If I believe what the Big Book says about ACCEPTANCE,
I am ready. Am I giving G-d all the credit so I can remain
HUMBLE when my EGO wants to Edge G-d Out and say “Terri,
you deserve the credit!” And then, G-d will reduce my EGO when
I am wrong and being an imperfectly perfect human! I pray for
EGO reduction and HUMILITY and more will be revealed how Gd will reduce my EGO and bless me with HUMILITY.
More will be revealed when I live our 12
Steps with my sponsor
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More will be revealed when I attend
meetings, workshops and retreats

OA Responsibility
Pledge:

More will be revealed when I am
HONEST, OPEN MINDED and WILLING

Always to extend the
hand and heart of
OA to all who share
my compulsion, for
this, I am responsible.

More will be revealed when I remember
that RECOVERY is contagious and not our
Disease

Contact the editor:

Continued on Page 2

newsletter@oatricounty.org
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In Gratitude for
Continuing Support

South Hills

Freedom from blame

Freedom
For many of us, freedom came
when we took Step Three and
turned the entire problem over to
our Higher Power.‖ — OA
12&12, p. 20 This freedom
continues to grow with each step.

Continued from page 1
More will be revealed when I focus on Gd’s priceless gifts of ABSTINENCE,
FORGIVENESS, SERENITY, BALANCE,
EQUALITY, HARMONY, CONTENTMENT,
COURAGE, FAITH, TRUST, GRATITUDES, God grant me the serenity to accept
the things I cannot change; courage
SURRENDER and other priceless gifts.
to change the things I can; and
wisdom to know the difference.
More will be
revealed when I
read Voices of Living one day at a time; enjoying
Recovery and For one moment at a time; accepting
Today and listen hardships as the pathway to peace;
to you at meetings, workshops and retreats.
taking, as He did, this sinful world
More will be revealed when I feel anger, as it is, not as I would have it;
joy, fear and other feelings knowing I can Trusting that He will make all
choose ABSTINENT SOLUTIONS instead of things right if I surrender to His
food.
Will; that I may be reasonably
More will be revealed when I don’t know if happy in this life and supremely
I am feeling EMOTIONAL, SPIRITUAL and/or happy with Him forever in the next.
PHYSICAL HUNGER and I take an
INVENTORY of my feelings. I can then
Amen.
experience AWARENESS, ACCEPTANCE,
ACTION and ABSTINENCE.
Reinhold Niebuhr

The Serenity Prayer

Until more will be revealed,
Terri Beth
South Hills
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Finding Miracles in the 12th Step
The 12th Step reminds me I have to have something in order to give it away. If I don't have a
spiritual awakening I can't guide someone else towards recovery. How do I get the spiritual
awakening? For me it is the process of working through the steps with another person as a guide.
As much as I want to do it by myself I can't. I lack the ability to be honest with myself.
I have learned, if I turn to food to
fix me instead of my Higher Power,
I will get another opportunity to go
through that situation again and
again until I learn. Learning that it
is easier to be abstinent and trust
my Higher Power, than to try to
control and fight my food
obsession. To let go and let my
Higher Power. I have found that
my Higher Power is always with
me and that something can be
learned from any situation if I look
for it.
Learning to reach out and help
others and guide them through the
steps. I stopped watching soap
operas a long time ago. Real life is
so much more interesting and
rewarding. To watch people change and grow spiritually and to see the miracles that take place as
they move through the process of the 12 Steps. To know we are never alone if we are willing to
pray and to reach out to others.
This program is so much more than getting my food under control and having a thin body. It's about
facing daily living problems with sanity, grace, peace and serenity. It's being there for others and
encouraging them. It's about an attitude change: instead of what can I get out of it, what can I give
and how can I be of help to God and others. It is being available to others. It's about being
committed and giving away what I have been given. It starts with taking small steps, going to
meetings, sharing, making calls, leading a meeting and encouraging others to do the same. It's
about being a part of a fellowship where we all want the best for each other.
Anonymous - South Hills Group Sunday
Writing, Steps and Literature
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